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“S.O.C.I.A.L & M.E.D.I.A." 

 

PROJECT PLANNING:  

Monday november 18th  (English, eSafety, digital tools, French)  

8.30 to 12.00 = SEGPA RESTAURANT:  welcome breakfast.  

LIBRARY:  European team building + GROUP PHOTO + workshop writing a convention for a 

reasoned use of smartphones and media throughout the project.  

13.30 to 15.30: student visitors in inclusion and the 4D normal timetable / Teachers: peer 

using Madmagz + opening of our LTT magazine. teaching: 

15.30 to 16.00 LIBRARY: writing page in mother tongue on the logbook + what to share on 

our social media (Twinspace journal, Facebook page, …)  

Back to the family if possible otherwise possibility to stay in the college to wait for the bus 

with the teachers. No single child outside the college. 

To bring: your logbook, pens and rough paper. 

 

Tuesday, November 19th: (English, art, sport, music, digital, French) 

8.30 to 12.00: HALL outing Calzarellu beach: study of murals, reading legends, driftwood for 

our mobile. GROUP PHOTO (JOURNALISTS with us) 

13.30 to 16.00: different workshops: 

ART ROOM 11 creation of the mobile + creation of a poster for mobility +photos and videos 

HALL: flashmob workshop  

ROOM 127 photo workshop with Mr. Roux a professional photographer. 

16.00 to 16.30: LIBRARY: writing page on the logbook. + what to share on our social media 

(Twinspace journal, Facebook page, …)  

Clothing: sports clothes and trainers. 

To bring: your logbook, pens and rough paper. 

 



Wednesday, November 20th (English, geography, digital tools, media, history) 

8.30 to 17.00: HALL: Cultural outing to Bonifaccio, Porto Vecchio with in particular the visit 

of the caves and cliffs by boat if calm sea. GROUP PHOTO 

17.00 to 17.30 LIBRARY: writing page in mother tongue on the logbook for the kids who will 

catch the bus + what to share on our social media (Twinspace journal, Facebook page)  

Clothing: warm clothes and trainers. 

To bring: your logbook, pens and rough paper, a picnic.  

 

Thursday Nov 21 (English, dance and sport, digital tools, music, biology)  

8.30 to 12.00: GYM or LANGUAGE LAB choreography workshop patchwork of music and 

European dances. / : making videos with Movie Maker, Photorécit. Teachers: peer teaching

13: 00:  HALL: departure for the pond of Palu. Welcome by park agent Marc Sinibaldi 

around various workshops. Encounter with a fisherman. GROUP PHOTO   

(JOURNALISTS with us) 

Back to college at 16.30 LIBRARY:  writing page + what to share on our social media 

(Twinspace journal, Facebook page, …)  

Clothing: warm brown or dark discreet clothes and boots if any. 

To bring: binoculars if any, your logbook, pens and rough paper. 

 

Friday, November 22: (English, digital tools and media, cooking) 

8.30 to 12.00 LIBRARY / COMPUTER ROOM: writing workshops of the mobility magazine. 

(Articles ideas, best photos selection…) 

13.30 to 16.30: different workshops:  

SEGPA RESTAURANT: cooking the 4 European desserts 

LIBRARY / COMPUTER ROOM: Workshop video editing / Workshop interviews of the 

participants + what to share on our social media (Twinspace journal, Facebook page, … ) 

Back with the families. (pack the bags?)  If not at school with teachers. 

6.30 pm: Ceremony of the certificates and a goodbye meal at the restaurant of the Segpa at 

school with all the participants. GROUP PHOTO  (JOURNALISTS with us) 


